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I wonder if you have ever had a teacher or a person in your life who has challenged you to see 

things in a new way. Challenged you out of the safety zone where you feel comfortable into 

the unknown. Such a teacher is both exciting but also threatening. The threatening comes 

because she or he undermines our defences, suggests that are fondest held opinions are 

limiting us, and implies that the truths we are holding onto are not the whole truth and that 

there is a world to explore beyond our present understanding. Look back at the teachers in 

your life who most inspired you- did they not challenge you from one dimension of thought 

into a whole new galaxy? I remember Mr Scott my teacher for English literature. He had such 

a love for Chaucer Shakespeare and Milton that as he read out passages he seemed to 

articulate words with such relish that all of us were sprayed by his spit. Afterwards we 

sniggered about him, but it was hard for me not to imbibe some of his passion. I still 

remember one of his first comments he wrote in the margin of an essay I wrote 40 years ago. 

He wrote: “I find it disconcerting in your essay to read my own ideas served back to me- what 

I want to read is your own discoveries.” This was new and exciting. Not a teacher who wanted 

us to parrot ideas we had copied from others or read in text books- but a teacher longing for 

us to think and explore for ourselves. With Mr Scott brilliant tutelage English literature and 

drama came alive and my love for it has lasted until today. What is it that makes a teacher 

memorable? I think it is this ability to turn telling into discovery. A memorable teacher does 

not tell you about a map, or just show you a picture of the map- no a teacher you will 

remember takes the map and places in your hand and says here is what you need for your 

journey now take this with you and discover for yourself. 

St John’s Gospel is like that. It’s a journey of understanding and revelation. Every time you 

come back to it, it will challenge you to see things in a new way. You’ll never tie it down 

because this is the Living Word- it can only be completed in your living it out. Today I want in 

this address to examine the story we just heard in today’s Gospel. I want to give you a bit of a 

map to help you read it but most of all what’s needed is for you to take that map and that 

story away with you and start to unravel it, exegete it- in the context of your own life. The 

Fourth Gospel presents a witness to Jesus, so simple, so profound, and so powerful that its 

influence on Christian consciousness is unsurpassed.  

 It is obvious from the way this Gospel is written that the writer is a brilliant literary 

craftsman with a strong artistic and poetic sense. He also has a very powerful concept of 

drama. There is real economy of detail and every detail is relevant. This Gospel uses a series 

of intimate dramatic encounters which have a relevance far beyond the event described. He 

speaks to us through all the five senses. John has written his Gospel in dramatic scenes, 

dramas which become branded on our memories.  



OK I want you to look out for two aspects of this drama: 

1. John invites the audience to enflesh the scene described: to become part of the drama 

too through their contemplation. In other words in the reading of the Gospel we are invited to 

identify ourselves in the story being contemplated, and to re-appropriate who we are now, 

and who we can and shall be, in terms of the story. Its movements, transactions, 

transformations become ours: we are called to enter the narrative.  

2. The gospel operates on two levels at once: the earthly and the heavenly. The author 

shows us the actual contextualised event within history but also we are at the same time 

invited to contemplate the action in relation to all of time and eternity.  At any moment we 

are never quite sure at which level the author is speaking. The drama moves freely and 

ambivalently between the human world below and the revelation of God above who uses the 

world and the flesh as sacrament- the outward visible sign of his presence. In other words this 

Gospel is taking place on two stages: the first being the stage of this world within a time, a 

context and place, the second being the stage of God which is eternal. Thus there are 

numerous double meanings which play between these two understandings. 

OK enough preamble now to the text. There was a certain Pharisee, named Nicodemus, a 

leader of the Jews. The Gospel introduces the main character of this dramatic interaction 

with Jesus- throughout the first part Gospel there will be these intense dramatic encounters- 

with a number of different characters- at a wedding, by a well, at one of the gates to 

Jerusalem, with a blind man, with a woman taken in adultery…   

Here our character is a man of status- a leader of the Jews and yet here is the surprising 

detail. He comes to see Jesus by night. He comes in the dark. Why? Perhaps because he does 

not want to be seen, perhaps because he is ashamed of his interest in this man Jesus. There is 

certainly something undercover in this meeting. Other events in this Gospel will also take 

place under cover of darkness- like Jesus’ betrayal.  Nicodemus comes by night to meet the 

one who is later going to say: “I am the light of the world” A cosmic battle is being waged 

between the light of being and the darkness of blindness and non being. What is taking place 

in a real and localised context in this Gospel, is also being played out on a bigger stage for all 

time.  

Nicodemus begins by showing respect- trying to establish a relationship of trust- they are 

after all both teachers. He calls Jesus “Rabbi” a title of authority and respect- and 

acknowledges the presence of God in Jesus’ ministry –he mentions the signs that Jesus has 

been doing- signs that have obviously drawn Nicodemus into this encounter. And of course in 

this Nicodemus is like many of us who are drawn to Jesus, fascinated but unsure, pulled and 

yet pulling back, wanting to enter an encounter and yet anxious of what others might think of 

us or where that encounter might lead. We too come by night. Ready to recognise the 

goodness of the human Jesus but tentative of the whole divine thing. Today we are the 

visitors from a secular society who find an open humanism, spirituality, inclusiveness- easier 

to talk about than faith in a divine or miraculous Jesus Christ. But straight away Jesus 

confronts Nicodemus with that telling “Very truly, I tell you.” In the King James Bible it was 

translated “verily verily I say unto thee.” In Greek it is of course the word “Amen, Amen” I say 

to you- the words that come after the Amen will have special importance and significance: 

“Amen Amen” I tell you no one can see the kingdom of God without being born again.” Jesus 



cuts to the chase: he cuts through the respectful introduction with a massive and confusing 

challenge. Nicodemus is as confused as we are. There is confusion even in the very 

interpretation of the words- “born again” or is it “born from above.” What is it that Jesus 

requires of us? What is this transformation of which he speaks? Nicodemus has got hold of 

the wrong end of the image. He, as so often happens in John’s Gospel, understands the words 

in human physical terms: “How can anyone,” he asks “be born after having grown old. Can 

anyone enter a second time into the mother’s womb and be born?” Nicodemus’ literalism is a 

physical and indecent-is he mocking what Jesus says or is he simply trapped by the literal, 

unable to imagine the divine. And before we see ourselves as superior, are we not today still 

trapped by the same literalism in interpretation so often lacking the faith or the imagination 

to explore the metaphor of transformation that lead us from the physical to the divine? How 

nervous the church has been of this second birth- longing to pin it down or define it as the rite 

of baptism or confirmation or in more evangelical circles that question people were asked: 

“Have you been born again?” which seemed to imply either you were among the saved or the 

condemned. The only escape for the latter was to make your way sheepishly up for the altar 

call.   

But is there not a challenge to transformation beyond our human formulas- where the above 

has broken into the below, where God’s stage and our stage are impacting upon one another 

like the shift of cosmic plates- the birth of a new earth. It’s not a formula or a means of 

control it’s a whole new way of being and seeing and living. It’s our east window- that 

explosion of light that bends the bars and sets us free and the ripples refracting outwards. It’s 

that ladder between and earth. It is that cross that can transform our boundaried mortal lives 

into the eternal love of God.  

“But now you are speaking in abstracts” I hear you say. “Now you are using metaphors and 

signs-“ Yes because actually metaphors and signs and images are the only human way we can 

describe the reality of God that has broken into our lives and seeks to transform us. This is 

hard to understand. See how Nicodemus is struggling. And Jesus by contrast seems to 

become more allusive and abstract. He talks of being born of water and Spirit and of the wind 

or breathe that blows in different directions but we don’t know where this Spirit is coming 

from or leading us? “How can these things be?” says Nicodemus as though to echo our own 

buffeted confusion. Nicodemus is the teacher who does not know. How often are we the 

teachers who teach without knowing? Blind guides who think we can see. And now we have 

this “amen amen” again. It’s as though the dialogue has now become a soliloquy and Jesus 

has left the stage of his encounter with Nicodemus behind to become the one who speaks for 

all time both on the human stage but also on the divine stage- he points towards the meeting 

of heaven and earth through the Son of Man the only one who has both descended and 

ascended. The one who seems to stride both heaven and earth. 

Who is speaking now? Is it Jesus, or is it the Gospel writer, or the community of the early 

church? Now taken up into the image is the knowledge of the cross. The cross like a ladder 

bridging both heaven and leads us from the mortal world to the eternal world of God and 

conversely leading the immortal light and life of God into our mortal world. It’s a vision that’s 

going to take us our whole lives to try and discover. And we like Nicodemus, unable to grasp 

the mystery- unable to tie down the metaphors, simply sense the poetry of something for 

which our whole lives long- and now those words emerge out of the churning images of the 

symphony-uniting the diverse themes and strands into a final all-encompassing crescendo: 



“For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him 

may not perish but may have eternal life. Indeed God did not send his Son into the world to 

condemn the world, but in order that the world may be saved through him.”  

And there you have it. What do these words mean? We must discover. We too must be born 

again. We must take these words away with us and let them become flesh. 


